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22nd March 2022 

 

Dear Ms. McClennan and whom it may concern,  
 
With Ref: EdenTROReview2022 
 
I am writing in response to your letter dated 7th March 2022 concerning proposals to introduce 
parking restrictions and to amend waiting restrictions on North Road / Hartley Road in Kirkby 
Stephen, apparently prompted by requests from a resident or residents.  I am writing my concerns; 
however these are not limited to points broached in this letter. 
 
After extensively canvassing the local residents not exclusively on North Road and Hartley Road, 
but additionally those residents that these restrictions will also impact with the knock-on effect for 
parking and access – a level of consultation that you, yourselves did not afford them; there is a 
consensus that this is an issue that you have over inflated to disproportionated levels of concern 
and action. 
 
Your “knee jerk” reaction seems harsh and extreme as to a solution to a problem that does not exist. 
 
Additionally, your solution will present many issues for the residents, businesses, public and tourists 
alike. 
 
Why is this necessary?  There is no evidence of historic safety concerns, access concerns or 
highways damage to necessitate these changes. Your stated reasons for implementation are “To 
Improve the availability of on-street parking for residents”; I would like to know how you expect these 
to improve the availability of on street parking for residents, your plans seem to propose exact the 
opposite? It will decrease the number of car parking spaces available to the residents of North Road 
and Hartley Road considerably and significantly.  Ensuring they will have to find parking elsewhere. 
 
I acknowledge that when local businesses are open some of the parking spaces outside resident's 
properties are occupied briefly, sometimes leading to having to park elsewhere.  However, this is 
usually only for a minimal length of time.  People, park responsibly, with respect and within the legal 
parameters (where it is required). 
 
Events at the Masonic Hall also increase the demand for parking principally in the evenings but also 
during the day and especially at weekends, where a lot of charity events are held. 
 
Cost – the proposed actions are needless cost to council taxpayers, in creating the prohibition & 
limits of parking, implementing and monitoring, either with electrical identification means or physical 
monitoring.   
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Additionally, I would like to know the stance of the Council on GDPR and Privacy Policies, on the 
collection of data pertaining to visitors to each establishments/residence and how they intend to 
allow us to adhere to the governmental law under The Data Protection Act 2018 which controls how 
your personal information is used by organisations, businesses or the government. The Data 
Protection Act 2018 is the UK's implementation of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 
 
I believe there are more important issues for the Traffic Management Team to spend time, money 
and energy in the immediate vicinity and County for which no solutions seem to be forthcoming.  
Wouldn’t the money to be appropriated to this be better spent where the Council Taxpayers would 
prefer it to be spent instead of wasting your time and those that wish to oppose?? 
 
Residential Parking Zones – none exist in or around surrounding areas and you are setting a 
precedent if you decide to go ahead with this. 
 
Hartley Road (a C road) - if two vehicles arrive at a narrow spot together, common place in Cumbria 
and rural areas it may result in a slight delay but that is all.  Fire Engines, Ambulances and Refuse 
vehicles have never had to knock on people’s doors that I am aware of in the last three years (I have 
owned the property since 2018) – so access cannot be an issue with the junction of Hartley Road 
where I live and park. 
 
Currently there are in place some single yellow lines (8am — 6pm Mon -Sat) which even extend into 
town which people treat as double yellow as they are sensible (i.e., no one parks on them except 
for some visitors to the Coast to Coast and deliveries). 
 
The Coast to Coast is a small local family business, which like many others has suffered through 
the pandemic and relies on people being able to park along North Road whilst their food is prepared 
and even dining in their vehicles, you would see their business being unfairly penalised by the 
proposed changes.  Currently there are three other fish and chips shops in Kirkby Stephen, however 
two others are up for sale, this in turn could mean that they are the sole providers of this national 
cuisine but without the means to supply to customer’s purely through your intended restrictions. 
 
Future proofing your intentions as a Council to be green is also something that needs to be 
considered.  How am I to charge a vehicle if I must use 50 yards of cable to plug in my vehicle??  
And how dangerous for the public to have cables strewn “willy nilly” to be able to charge vehicles as 
they cannot park close to their own houses? 
 
Finally on a very personal note, my mother is 72, she has had two major operations since the New 
Year both unexpected and life threatening.  Since coming out of hospital she has had complications 
and still has a long road to recovery.  With my sister living in the North East and my brother living 
out of town, the thought of anything happening to my mother and not being able to get to her in time 
is causing me great anxiety to say the least.  Any delay could be catastrophic and if the need for me 
to get to her is delayed because I have had to park a great distance away from my home, I am not 
sure I would be able to live with the guilt. 
 
I believe there is a meeting on the 31st, could you tell me if this is open to the public or not?  Could 
you send through what the next steps are likely to be please after the meeting? 

 
I look forward to your response to these points in the near future. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 

Jula Coleman 
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